
SkyRise™
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

FEATURES BENEFITS ADVANTAGES

Aluminum frames Its 3” aluminum structure is surprisingly lightweight. One of the lightest wall systems on the market, 
yet it’s strong enough to support accessories, 
monitors, and products.

Cam-lock connected frames Tool-less installation makes for a quick and easy installation and 
dismantle.

Saves on install and dismantle labor and costs.

Reconfigurable One exhibit gives you many looks to meet your changing needs. 
Save money by using the same panels as towers, backwalls, 
conference rooms, closets, and island exhibits.

Other panel systems can’t be reconfigured as 
quickly and easily.

Quality construction All frames, fabric graphics, and semi-rigid panels are cut to the 
highest tolerances for a perfect fit.

Engineered to last and outperform the 
competition.

Fabric graphics Skyline proprietary display fabric has great color saturation. Fire retardancy certification.

Impact resistant crates A specially designed crate is available with compartments for 
SkyRise components, so the exhibit is protected during shipping 
and storage. A version of the large crate is available in half-sizes 
(including SkyRise compartments) for smaller SkyRise exhibits. 

Standard and customized crates are designed 
for efficient storage, packing, and unpacking, 
and save on shipping costs.

SkyRise wall system offers stability, strength, and flexibility. The various frame sizes, finishes, and architectural options allow for design 
flexibility, while larger frame sizes and a tool-less Camlock-connector make installation quick and easy. Designed for larger, taller exhibits, 
this product is sturdy, clean, and modern. SkyRise hides electrical wires, which is beneficial for island and peninsula exhibits. The 3” thick 
aluminum frames are lightweight, saving shipping expenses. Five frame sizes available: 2’x4’, 4’x4’, 2’x8’, 4’x8’, and an 8’x4’ frame for 
horizontal orientation. Finishes include fabric graphics, frosted windows, and semi-rigid panels in black, gray, and white. SkyRise door 
selections include a standard door size, a standard door with a vertical window, and a closet door. SkyRise can also include single-frame 
backlighting and multi-frame lightboxes. For additional information, including photos and videos about SkyRise, please visit 
www.skyline.com/skyline-products/skyrise.
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